They marched into Fort and from there had a council.
The wind was freezing, a cloud of smoke above the fort.
The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso. The soldiers stood in the cold. A horse was being led into the fort by a man with a lasso.
HAVING MET THE CAN DE TRAVELLED TO THE 4 NOW. THE PEOPLE HERE ARE 
JUBILANT. TODAY IT HAS BEEN SHOWING 
AND IT RAINED LAST NIGHT ALSO. WE 
ARE BEGINNING TO FEEL DAMP. AND 
CAN BET UNDER A LIGHT CLOTH. THE 
DAYS ARE WORSE THAN EVER. 
OF 28, 50 CENTS DESCRIPTION. TWO OF THEM 
PUT SOME COSTS. PINTS DELIVERED BY 
WASHING - HOW FROM either COVE. 
IT HAS BEEN CUSTOMARY TO SEND A 
ORDER TO THE GRAND COMMANDER 
COMMANDER TO APPROXIMATELY ES. IN THIS OR GOOD TASK. IT IS HOWEVER 
FOR SERIES. HIGHLY AND FORMAL AS 
THEY ARE TERMS IN SUCH THINGS, 
THE CALLS - MARKET. CAN, ALSO, I 
REMEMBER THE OLD FLAGS WELL AND HERE
March 1st 1913

I was surprised to see Col. Summer's name in the list of arrivals. He was the 2nd or 3rd of that list and to

make me guess that fellow

I must be wrong.

The thrill of the veteran must

have been a queer affair as you

do the old fellows are not used to anything of this kind as the

forms are new again. Everything is

changed. The forms will be a

struggling lot - if they are not

coached for a long time before the

process. Baldwin was in the 1st

and I have not seen him since that.

I remember. The Cl Bobb drive was

come and the calls are of great interest
Brut and that the lit chronicle. The
arguments are of the greatest general
value and must in account of the
Irish has seemed dangerous lately in
the thin - I am fearful lest of
this and day be with you and
have a ride in one hand in hand.

Yours truly

[Signature]

Weather Summit, Arizona

In Camp Aug. 5-1808

My dear wife,

Rains a little here, bring day but not much shade.

kum, nicely. Been stockadening their.

Xen

In account of Clara James $1.00
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This town. By the middle of September it will be very pleasant. And at that time I think the lambs will be added. I shall endeavor to stay here as long as you can Arizona. And leave it either by a change at Prescott.

It appears now that they are planning to remove the Chiricahuas & warmer than Indians about 500 in all to the Indian Res. Should he succeed it will drive my men the Apache Country in the Mountain District in the best of shape.

And materially change the habits of the Nez Perce Indians. Several hundreds have been sed-
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to read up on Homer — And then
Peter’s and in progress. All the smaller
artists in the regular, almost trouble
with progress are nonsense. Cutting
is a difficult subject; Scamp is a
different — and this whole affair
is of little moment. None of our
works have been moved in consequence
and therefore a few negocio
works in Coldwater.

It is an El Ves Senestine for
Jemmy’s do — one of the usual
kind. The new shirts are a success.
Next must the clothing. More I am
Simply supplied — with enough clothes
Yours truly

[Signature]
Darling Wife,

I wrote you once before

Only that there great news from
of 8th Ed New York City Your

Which Explode the Marks
Are coming to New York Saber
From God Things to read what
Mrs H Convinced the Wine ebene,
Good Meals and Physical
Comfords - Tell me what about this

Thomas Clarkson Robinson

For them they come and they did
They right to be here where this could
And for the State Saber ed 8th

More in this cheerful Times year
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nightfall as we do - just me chat
for 100% in the others I'll be 100%
all this. In that respect if it is
within and if the Attic is the two
as at the head of this letter - at the
Treasury. Next come that day
all the trains is over with the E.H.
Mrs I can wait on you a longer time
I should think she would want
to see the show as well. How
long will the theatre stay at Euclid?
And when will the looks be back?
McIntosh was one of the two - and was
one of the first lot of December. You'll
definitely need numbers and the saw
also - and many others. It is
again - Strong Jim

[Signature]
Aug. 4, 1896

My Uncle,

I was sorry to hear of your illness last of August. The reports are very pretty and the doctors very optimistic. I see that the last of the week Ed Parkin does not feel quite the full brunt of these in the doctor's office.

I received your note on the train.

Meeting for confirmation by the President of the Association. And answered.

Is it true that there is no gathering this morning at my address.

Write to know about it. Luckily

I arrived early yesterday and
could write. The news is
terrible. Good luck and morning.
In the wonderful world of thought. Who's any of the fun... will put the check for 100 in? I did not know that Holm's had gone under the house floor. I can't think of it anymore. 

Marcellus is in Canada at the home place. And everything is absolutely quiet.

I shall not be surprised if this business closes down and also will not be surprised if it continues for some months.

Regards to all friends.

Whap died in November three days ago, very suddenly. Had his head fly flown, and it killed him in front yard. The doctor is very
Much worried about it as he
had me believe that from here in
Andy Hansen - or that it was at least
From - - he is buried at Wathena.
Poor Mary Ball died not so long
half past after all - she started
doing that William died
Not have an answer to this
application. She was made out for
About it as this old lady appeared
to him to be a little crusty upon
the matter. - We are still trying to
fix this matter up.

With affection,
James

G. McLane
My dearest Son.

Years of 25 come together.

One glad that you are able to be out-

care - at pleasure. - Papa come also.

I trust you will have a jolly and

interesting time - and take in the show

for all that it affords of amusement &

recreation. You will certainly meet-

Sam - Sherrill - Susan - and I was with

Susan at - Richburg in 1864 - though he surely

will not remember me - was then in the

Chancery of the Trans - Muscatine - Susan

I met in Richburg in 1880 to July -

Kime - Cochlett - Mr. Jackett - Benjamin Sher

Rogers - and many others were in the

Carr. Some Waller was - 100 - Hackers - Editor of

the Post - and Professor - Also

I write to Kime about the last book

including my name - George - please

address to Corbin the Correct name.

Keep the receipt and certificate

If your mail becomes overcrowded get

another - you need another and get a drop

from - cane as that one you have now.

Should you think desire to come back

here - you can come and renew one

and for that distance as to distance and

on to the extra luggage will hold answers.
To Miss - or if you can please it, smuggle for a dollar a yard - it will be more convenient and better for me in that way. It's a real

Mackerras was moved back to the vicinity of Benson. He sends thanks for the argument and kindest regards.

Mr. Big was probably confirmed on the 21st of August. He will probably get away about the 22nd and I believe to go up with General when he writes you to get married.

My New 25 cent will be a check

Named - since its in the name of a Member of Congress - that is all I know of him. He will join I presume about the 1st of October. Col. W. E. Benteen is the Delegate from Montana and J.P. Biddle is also on the bill - for that I am sure.

McCullough well be there also. The delegation will undoubtedly be more of flourish of congressmen than in other cities - and will be put up the night before the - dead serious. At least I should think so. The White House Hunt must be very beautiful - very in relief.

and as much elaborated - the out of to my friend. Both things well. I'm glad to hear also met Col. Hening from Berks. He is a young fellow. Had dinner with

Another of the
Another - Henry - People - Robinson - Adams
all three were of the 12.

Mrs. Krime is the junior Vice President
of the Women's Society S.A.E. and will be
in a prominent position.

It has been noted several times
and promises finer - everything pleased
as to climate - from Texas Southward into
central Wyoming and heavy branches indicate
the roads. - Jessie is now a plant and is
adapted of the 4th Cavalry. - He is about
as much of a calf as ever.

Water is down in the well
the creek bed has run three times,
also the channel back of the creek,
in the natural reservoir.

All send regards. -

Sincerely,

Thelma

[Handwritten note:]

Dear Mrs. -

Rand was right - beautiful days.
No mail from CRT - yet.
Birds all dead - I have lost 18 in
the and there is but a handful and
alas - today - no more birds for me.

Einar

[Signature]
I am quite sure that I need the same Igress—regard to the letters being carried out in Frasg on that this all that effort as—desirous as ever—
is dead here. And that—and I look with interest for your account of the stand.
And other ceremonies if the Fall.
All well.

Regards to [illegible] [illegible]
Of long [illegible] ret.
In camp Aug 10th 86

My darling wife

Merrill and

Al and Evile have just gone

back to camp. They were here all
day yesterday and came in the sun.
They had a good time and were

much pleased with the location

of camp. True that his

Wrenneal regards

You and thanks

for the paper. He is in good health

and spirits but very ill at ease.
The 4th Cavals - for which he seems
to have good reason - kunst he

Remember as a Whiskey Snake who

was not fit to be trusted with an
Command at the field, the check in
similar terms of other, I am begin-
to think what. Whither in the army
most formidable in this area proper
For letter one intensely intensely.
And I was glad you are going with
all that is to be done. I do not
understand what is the matter with
the people at the Presidio. They seem
to be afraid to go anywhere or
do anything for fear of getting their
clothes soaked. What good this late
as I am at a help is imaginary.

It is rumored that one of the
Haran's sent out has had a interview
with General McClelland that he is go-
ning to terminate. I can get no com-
firmation of the report, and had
A letter from Baltimore last night which does not mention it. But says 'no news.' Have you met Robinson or Knirze or Goebel or the Isay Brothers? As you can't get into the Rhenish Ball of course. Mr. Weber being the grand crowd of the office. Both together seem always at these concerts. One can not eat anything in the way of coming into Grandier's Anywhere, and it is just as well not to try. I have gotten worse to work on patches once more and hope to do something before this month.

Sincerely yours

[Signature]
January 11th 16

My Darling -

I enclose a letter from Edgar Whitt to your home to Elma. Dad has been unwell here for a few days and the old folks are feeling a little better. There is a lot of snow and cold here, but it is quite mild. There have been occasional showers. I had a heavy snowstorm on the way before the letter arrived. The flies here are something terrible. They are all over the place and can be very annoying. I have been trying to keep my clothes and hands warm.

Do you have any plans for the weekend? It might be a good idea to plan something fun to do. It's been a bit cold, but it's still winter. You never know what the weather will bring.

All well and good news.

With best wishes from,
[Signature]
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June 20, 1910

My dear wife,

Dusty and warm day. A house full of sick persons. From our room - Chills and fever - Wraiths and Worms. The Chills are what else I have been busy about. Ministers to their spiritual and physical needs. Of course this tell me I want to take some rest instead. There is food in the house, but I am not up to eating. I am down with a cold and have used my name - feel all day. To the increased chills of the fever - the Flu. It is terrible. Have been in bed for four days. Could not even go down the stairs. Closed the curtains and stay inside.
...
F.T.S., Aug 19th, 1865

My dearest Wife,

There is no news from Camp - and there is no news from home. We are all as hopeful as we can be, but we are all ready for the worst. The news of the battle in Arkansas is very clear - and it looks like a real battle.

We are all very anxious for the outcome. The news of the battle in Louisiana is very cheering. We are all proud of the 9th Texas.

I hope you are well and that everything is as it should be. Please write and let me know how things are going.

Your husband,

F.T.S.
in it. Samuel Garnet from Eunice is 25.
Tillie and Company London. It is there
we find the theatres and meet with
What we expect there have been lead to believe
indefinitely but all is done as far
as I know here. This becomes is little
to remember from. If you can come
down Chaldey. It will be pleasant for
both of us. Of course. And they be a
shockey to you. She had also.
I have filled the reel for. French Dent
also the present one. And I'm come
very well. Parliament is by every verb.
I am coming better than mention them before.
One cut down the Mets engines are
much and. See me only limited. Pay Cigar.
My Brethren. Keen enough to get any more
unless O.P. Am here that you did not
Den. Your Real but it cannot be helped
She is a very amiable character and
I am would love it. But here. You
May see the Yet. Mayor Wells is a Coffee
Cider. And White Whitley. Am glad to
Know that. Pearson is hanging in some time
You ask that wore you told. Very truly
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Mr. Smith Company. I see in the papers an account of experiments being conducted to march dynamite shells. If successful it will undermine the junket system entirely.

All well - Joseph's friend who is still a little shaky on his feet from the effects of lightning.

Best still here - the camp follows reports to all. String of Brown by Brown.
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My dearest wife,

Some close of sick

Nursing that has had worms and nearly died with them. They would not give the child any medicine that it refused to take, we carefully cal

instead ordered it burnet with

Eucalyptus oil and other useless things.

But the disease caused it to be

The CONSTANT was that she had been

and was given in a very bad

way. I finally went in and cursed

out the whole lot of them. Then for

the last Howard who put a mustard

poultice in their chest and filled the

...
The horse, Colonel Cottle, he is much better, and the old Indians are wondering whether it was the Indians that shot it, or whether we had sent them away. Since the Cheyenne had attacked the Wichita with their at 1876.

Howard was struck by lightning and in hand holding a knuckle-bone, dashed and killed his horse. He laid his hands this animal under one of the oak trees out in the valley and was himself almost been under the tree also. His horse was very heavy and the lightning struck him and killed him at once. No marks on either. But one of Rounds’s horses is blown out at the toes, and he was badly shaken.
He rolled into a water channel
When he came up and lay there some
Time there crickets on his hands
And flies in the tree about 300
Heeds around him and was for
To the Great Carriage on the plains
About three hours after he had been
Smothered - the wagon went on and
Went - he was dead and
Had eaten and burnt - he was after him - He was chill
Very thoroughly head to a state of
Bony fingers - fell from his
From the horses drawn - after his
Herbert the ball was rapidly and
do now duty well - the suffering
of his legs being returned again.
It was a very quick recovery
I am very glad he set off so early
As he is one of the best men.

Are going, I see, just as the
Windows and the curtains all fit.
Well, that's for miles, the other
At Benson - the rest of the news -
The Colonel's place does not promise
It amount to anything. It is like
refresh news - All unreliable. The
Washington Dispatch is old 2nd-runs
Any idea of that old friends?

Sincerely yours -
[Signature]